**Boeing Enroute Application**

*For Electronic Flight Bag*

**Boeing Enroute Application for EFB** provides pilots and airlines with immediate, direct, and reliable access to enroute chart data, plan routes, customize and zoom capabilities. **Boeing Enroute Application** is the industry’s first interactive enroute application that can be used as a true paper-replacement solution for Class 3 EFBs.

---

**Boeing Enroute Application for EFB** streamlines the entire flight and gives you the option to leave your paper enroute charts behind.

In order to reduce costs, increase fuel efficiency and maintain or improve standards on safety, pilots, aircrew, and operational staff need a solution that makes it easy to access reliable and up to date navigation information, improves situational and operational awareness, and accelerates the decision making process no matter what the flight conditions may be. Most importantly, accurate information needs to be accessible—the right information at the right time and in the right format.

**Key Features**

Boeing Enroute Application simplifies your decision making and improves your overall situational and operational awareness—with no need for paper enroute charts.

**Interactive, Data-Driven Enroute Display**

- Boeing Enroute Application is a suitable paper replacement for Class 3 EFB according to the FAA—and no other company today can deliver this capability.

- Filter information on your enroute display by selecting or deselecting airports, airways, waypoints, airspace, navaids and terrain.

**Jeppesen quality charts and data**

Jeppesen provides optimized, vector image rendering of updated chart data; giving you the ability to view notes dynamically.

- A local database resident on the device which allows you to see the information you need, as you need it without worrying about connectivity.

- Complete, immediate access to Jeppesen’s World Wide, seamless enroute chart is available from anywhere in the world.

**Easy to Use, Intuitive Interface built by pilots, for pilots**

- Intuitive pilot-focused design means quick, easy one-touch access to all applications for efficient operations.

---

*Boeing Enroute Application allows you to build your route on the fly.*

[www.jeppesen.com](http://www.jeppesen.com)
- Better chart viewing capabilities with “day” and “night” shaded charts.
- Track-Up or North–up display makes the enroute display easy to read, even when flying south.

- Improve overall efficiency, reduce fuel burn, and reduce the margin for manual errors by eliminating paper charts from your flight bag while maintaining access to accurate data.
- Reduce the overhead of manually updating paper charts and update your entire coverage at one time, electronically.

**Reduced Complexity, Improved Situational Awareness, and Increased Safety Margins**

- Enhance decision making and increase safety with up-to-date information access through all stages of flight.

**System Requirements**

Boeing Enroute Application for EFB is available on the following platforms:

- Block Point 3.7
- Block Point 4.4

**For More Information**

For more information about Boeing Enroute Application for EFB, visit [www.jeppesen.com](http://www.jeppesen.com).

For more information about Jeppesen, visit [www.jeppesen.com](http://www.jeppesen.com).